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her own freedom, but of the freedom of all the exploited
nations of the world.
The same time that the Committee passed the state-
ment it appointed a Board of his choice with himself as
Chairman to deal with the situation as it may develop
from time to time.
I hope that the statement will receive the unanimous
support of all the parties among Congress. The strongest
among them will not find any lack of strength in it. And
at this supreme hour in the history of the nation the Congress
should believe that there will be no lack of strength in
action, if action becomes necessary. It will be a pity, if
Congressmen engage in petty squabbles and party strife.
If anything big or worthy is to come out of the Committee's
action, the undivided and unquestioned loyalty of every
Congressman is absolutely necessary. I hope loo that all
other political parties and all communities will join the
Committee's demand for a clear declaration of their policy
from the British Government with such corresponding
action as is possible amidst martial conditions. Recognition
of India, and for that matter of all those who are under the
British Crown, as free and independent nations seems to
me to be the natural corollary of British professions
about democracy. If the war means anything less, the co-
operation of dependent nations can never be honestly
voluntary, unless it were based on non-violence.
All that is required is a mental revolution on the
part of British statesmen. To put it still more plainly, all
that is required is honest action to implement the declaration
of faith in democracy made on the eve of the war, and
still being repeated from British platforms. Will Great
Britain have an unwilling India dragged into the war or
a willing ally co-operating with her in the prosecution of
a defence of true democracy? The Congress support will
mean the greatest moral asset in favour of England and
France. The Congress fights not with violent but with
non-violent means, however imperfect, however crude the
non-violence may be.
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